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By Rock DePerno

Rock DePerno. Paperback. Condition: New. 448 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 1.0in.Time to
forget the New York publishing houses and agents. This MysteryThriller will grab and hold you one
level above the best in the business. When we first meet young Nicholas, he is the innocent,
standing in a pool of his fathers blood. When his older protective brother disappears, he becomes
the hunted, fighting for survival on the streets of Detroit. There he also learns how to kill and how to
disappear. In Vietnam he fulfills an old Vietnamese legend. A legend of revenge. When he returns
home, he hopes it is never required again. But his unusual talent follows him throughout his life.
The only person who really knows him is a Police Lieutenant Armstrong. And when the Lieutenant
runs into problems that no one can handle, he calls The Man no one can See. He calls the Ghost of
Khe Sanh. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.

It in a of my personal favorite ebook. It is probably the most awesome publication i have read through. You wont really feel monotony at anytime of the
time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Juliet Kertzmann-- Juliet Kertzmann
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